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Foreword
To successfully implement the Vision for year
2030 and the 8-Year Strategy (2018-2025) and to
actively contribute to the implementation of the 8th
Five-Year National Socioeconomic Development Plan
(2016-2025) and the Five-Year Plan (2016-2020) on
Natural Resources and Environment sector as well as
other relevant sectors, the EPF has established a ThreeYear Plan (2018-2020) for EPF with an aim to extend
its strengths and resolve its weaknesses found during
the past 5-year in operations. The EPF’s Five-Year Plan also aims to increase
EPF investment up to 5-6 folds of the investment during 2011-2015 by
broadening scope of the investments to cover priority issues raised by the
government as well as strengthening technical and management capacity of the
government entities in managing the natural resources and environmental
quality in line with the green growth and sustainable policy.
To ensure that the implementation of the EPF’s Vision and Strategy and
the Five-Year Plan can achieve its goals, the EPF has strengthened its
organization, personnel capacity, and ownership on cooperation and
partnership with all relevant sectors in particular with donors and beneficiaries
as well as ensuring that the EPF revenue will be increased.
Finally, I would like to express my admiration and thanks to all
participating sectors, development partners, and other stakeholders for the
efforts and continuing supports to the implementation of the EPF’s Vision and
Strategy and the Five-Year Plan.
Vientiane Capital, ________ 2018
Minister of Ministry of Natural Resource and environment,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Environment Protection Fund.
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ADB = Asian Development Bank
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CBI = Community and Biodiversity Investment
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EPFO = Environment Protection Fund Office
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IOC = Incremental Operation Cost
LDC = Least Developed Countries
LEnS2 = Second Lao Environment and Social Project
Lao PDR = Lao People’s Democratic Republic
M & E = Monitoring and Evaluation
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NUOL = National University of Laos
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REDD = Reducing Emission from Deforestation and Forest Degradation
ROI = Return on Environment
SDA = Subproject Delivery Agency
SFWs = Special Financing Windows
USD = United State Dollars
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The EPF Three-Year Plan (2018-2020) was developed as part of implementation of the
EPF’s Vision 2030 that by the year 2030 ‘’EPF will become a strong financial institution,
with highly efficient staff that is acceptable nationally and internationally and with
sustainable and effective financial management mechanism for supporting the natural
resources management and environmental protection activities and contributing to the
national socio-economic development plan inline with the green growth and sustainable
policy’’ therefore specific objects are set for the implementation. Specific Objective no. 1:
Strong institution with highly experienced staff ensuring that EPF’s goal is achieved. Specific
Objective no. 3: to supply budget through Budgetary Windowns set by EPF to ensure that
EPF’s principles and Strategy No. 1, 2,3 and 4 have been implemented through the 8 Year
Strategic Plan (2018-2025) of which including: institutional development, management
enhancement, human resource development, sustainable budget supply mechanism
improvement, improving cooperation and partnership development that coherence with law
enforcement on environment protection that improved in 2012, Decree on Environmental
Protection Fund-improved version in 2017 and other related law.

Three Year Plan includes 2 main parts:
Part I: Implementation of previous Plans.
1.1 The 2nd EPF 5-Year Plan (2011-2015)
1.2 The 2 Year Plan (2016-2017)
1.3 Strengths, Weaknesses and Lessons Learnt.

Part II: EPF Business Plan 2020
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Part I: Implementation of previous Plans.
1.1 The 2nd EPF 5-Year Plan (2011-2015)
A. Institutional Development.
Initiation of the plan 2011-2015,The EPF BOD, EPF Executive Office and LenS1
Project Steering Committee were operated as planned; the EPF BOD and Steering
Committee members and the Executive Office staff were replaced as needed. The
LenS1 project Committee was ended its function and a number of EPF competent
staff had left the EPF when LEnS1 was completed in mid 2013. The capacity
building of the EPF staff was very limited for the implementation of EPF activities
during LEnS1 (2011-2013). Although the Human Resource Management
Development was slow, organization setting and human resource management
have improved in terms of enhancing staff’s capacity by the end of this 5 Year Plan
and the number of EPF’s staff had increased when LEnS2 started (2014-2015).
B. Revenues
Income generating plan posted positive condition and challenges. EPF is not
eligible to access to government fund source in view of its independent
organizational status i.e. is not part of any ministries as required by the amended
budgetary law. The contribution by the mining projects was more than it was
planned and there were contributions from hydropower projects i.e. Theun
Hinboun Extention in 2013 and Nam Gniep 1 hydropower in 2015. The revenue
from interest of the deposit in commercial bank and from the interests from loans
was about USD2 million in total. EPF also received additional fund of about USD3
million to operate LEnS1 during 2011-2013. In addition, it made efforts to
mobilise fund from GCF and REDD donors but not yet sucessful. All in all, fund
mobilization could not be achieved as planned. However, during 2014-2015, EPF
received WB support for prepration of LEnS2 project at valued of about 76.1
billion kip (USD9.4 million) through the Government. In 2013, EPF allocated 7.6
billion kip (USD 700,000) for the loan program. Details are in Annex 1.
Table 1 EPF Revenues for year 2011-2015
Sources

Planned
(million Kip)

Actual (million
Kip)

%
disbursement

World Bank
LEnS1 (2010-2013)
LEnS2 (2014-2015)

24,000

22,637

94.32%

16,000

12,661

79.13%

Other donors
Interests from Bank deposit
Contributions from investment
projects (Electricity)
Government budget

10,000
10.072

0
10.072

0.00%
100%

12,000

18,775

156.46%

6,000

0

0.00%
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Loan interest
Revenue from endowment

5,600

142

3%

12,000

3,074

26%

63,874

75%

Total
85,600
Remark: Exhange rate per $1 is 8,000 Lak.
C. Budget allocation by plans

The overall budget allocation for EPF operations during 5-year plan (2011-2015) was
80 billion kip (USD10 million equivalent), this amount was double the amount
estimated in the previous five-year plan. To this budget, EPF administration was about
16 billion kip. With limited fund available for invetment, EPF BOD agreed to allocate 5.6
billion kip or 700,000 dollars (from capital fund 46.1 billion kip or USD5.7 million) for
purpose of loan release for waste management business and village conservation
activities including: widening natural resources protection schemes at the community
and village level. This approach can expand scope of EPF services while maintain the
capital fund and also generate profits from the interests of about 3-5% per annum,
although it may be lower than bank interest at 6%. Detail is shown in Table 2 below:
Table 2 Budget allocation for projects from the year 2011-2015
Quantity
Amount
Windows
(projects)
(million kip)
PICE
LENS1 (11)
20,960
EPF (5)
CBI
LENS1 (8)
17,760
EPF (4)
Pollution control
59
8,000
Water resource management
15
8,600
Land management
15
8,600
Loan
21
803
Total sub-grant
138
63,920
Overheads
1
16,080
Grand total
139
80,000

%
26%
22%
10%
11%
11%
80%
20%
100%

D. Investment Plan
The 5 Year investment plan was carried out through 5 Budgetary Windowns
detailing hereunder:
❖ Invesments in PICE
Investments through the PICE window aimed to support an integrated
management of Nam Theun and Nam Kading; improve capacity on resettlement
and compensation; improve the policy on hydropower; improve training on social
safeguard of the National University of Laos; establish social units in Bolikhamxay
and Khammouan province, improve coordination and capacity of WRMD; improve
impact assessment, pollution strategy, climate change; develop a guideline for
consultation with ethnic group on water management; piloting Sam Sang directive
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on assessing of Agricultural Concession Activity. There were 16 projects of which
11 with value of 15.3 billion kips from additional fund of LEnS1 and five projects
with the worth of 481 million kipsfrom EPF budget line.
❖ Investments in CBI
Investments through the CBI window aimed to support: Improvement of
Protected Area Agreement; PA Management and 7 Protected Forests (i.e.
Phathambing PA and Khounsenongma PA-Khammouan province; Dongnatad and
Laving-Laveun PA of Savannakhet; Nammouan-Namyouang PF, Houayngua PF and
Phouchomvoy PA-Bolikhamxai province). Other supports included subproject on
elephant conservation in Savannakhet and Khammouan; a feasibility study on bull
in PhouMeud-PhouSankheuan in Vientiane province; setting up community
conservation network in Bolikhamxay. There are 12 subprojects, of these 8
subprojects (cost 5.6 billion kips) from LEnS1 additional fund and four
subprojects (worth 2.2 billion kips) from EPF budget.
❖ Investments in environment (Pollution Control, PC)
Investments through the “PC” window aimed to improve the management of
waste control in districts through lessons learning from past implementation
during 2006-2010, then extend to other districts; pesticide control in Vientinae
Capital; and implementing of pilot green schools in Savannakhet. There were 49
subprojects in total (valued 5.2 billion kips) and all fund came from EPF budget.
❖ Investment in Water Resource Management (WRM)
Invetsments through the ‘WRM’ window aimed to support an integrated
water resources/watershade management, catchment protection, wetland
management. There were 15 subprojects in total with a value at 3.4 billion kips, all
were financed by EPF budget.
❖ Investments in Land Management (SLM)
Invetsmnets through the ‘SLM’ window aimed to strengthen the management
of dryland and ecological system with integration of land use planning, improve
livelihood and systematic land use planning of which managed by the community
and land related laws. There were 15 subprojects with a total value of 3,678
billion kips, all were financed by EPF budget.
❖ Loan window
Throughout the implementation of the 2nd 5-Year plan (2011-2015) and with
approval of EPF BOD, EPF allocated fund for 7.2 billion kips for loan subprojects of
which 5.6 billion kips (USD 700,000) were taken from the capital fund of 46,170
million kips (USD5.7 million) deposited at commercial bank and 1.6 billion kips
(USD200,000) derived from EPF reserved fund from contribution of investment
projects over the past first five years plan (2005-2010). The fund is used for
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lending to enterprises in running the waste management (collectiontransportation and separation), pollution control (smell from pig waste), and
conservation village to continue working on natural resource protection. A total of
21 subprojects are spreaded over in 9 provinces namely, two subprojects in
Vientiane Capital, three subprojects in Vietiane province, one subproject in
Sayabouli, two subprojects in Luangprabang, six subprojects in Bolikhamxay, one
subproject in Khammouan, two subprojects in Savannakhet, three subprojects in
Salavan, and lastly one subproject in Sekong.
Of the 21 subprojects, there are 19 active subprojects. This is because one
of two subprojects in Savannakhet in phase 1 ended operation in 2014 and new
project approved in phase 2 and an extension one till 2019 while one of the two
subprojects in Vientiane Capital completed in 2014 and one extended to phase2
towards 2017. Therefore, withing 19 subprojects three contracts ended in 2016,
other three subprojects will end in 2017, two subprojects will end in 2018, six
subprojects will finish in 2019, one subproject will end in 2020, and four
subprojects will complete in 2021.
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) of the 21 subprojects revealed that six
subprojects had good outcomes and performed satisfactory with the loan
obligations i.e. utilized fund in compliance with condition defined in the loan
agreement, paid back with full interest, regular implementation, and made
contribution to address environmental issues such as waste, bad smell, task on
forest conservation, and good cooperation at all levels. Eight subprojects were
rated at moderately satisfactory since they could not disburse fund completely,
although they could pay back borrowings but sometimes not timely, lack of
cooperation promotion and less supports from local authority. However, the
project activities have been regularly implemented that have contributed to
mitigate environmental issues including: wastes, bad smell and forest
conservation. Two subprojects were rated with poor performance; three
subprojects were rated at risk of non-compliance (disbursement not on target, no
back payment and interest payment, discontinuous fuction, and lack of
cooperation from subproject owners). Two subprojects were frozen in 2015 and
2016 due to loss from business and both the subprojects pledged to pay back the
amount borrowed to the EPF in an appropriate time.
All the 21 subprojects with a total value of 6.5 billion kips (USD827,191.96)
covered 91 per cent of the overall loan amount while the final balance was 5.89
billion kips (USD72,808.04) or about 9 per cent (see more details in Annex 1).
Loan released covered 67 per cent as plan planned satisfactory level; 9 per
cent unsatisfactory; at risk 14 per cent; and frozen status 10 per cent. Lending for
waste management and disposal at district and community level appeared to
actively contribute to mitigate environmental issue, especially empower local
community in waste and environmental conservation with local participation.
However, so far, EPF could recover about 116,429,826 kips or 18 per cent of total
amount of lending with an interest of 142,283,773 kips. Detail was provided in
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Tables 6, 7 and 8 in this document. A major cause for unsuccessful lending scheme
is the lack of good coordination between villages, districts and entrepreneurs on
the implementation approach. In some districts there are newly entrepreneurs
that increase more competition, causes business lost. Lessons learned showed
that the coordination mechanism between villages, districts, entrepreneurs should
be better improved in terms of implementation method and project management.
Together, Terms of Reference of the Loan Committee between district, village and
entrepreneurs should also be improved. Moreover, the entrepreneurs and
producers must report at least twice a year and submit to EPF yearly. Regular
monitoring and evaluation by EPF is necessary to supervise and provide
important support as required ensuring effectiveness. Few months prior official
notice by EPF, by phone or fax, to loan borrowers is vital so that borrowers could
prepare for the clearance both capital fund and interest.
In conclusion, expenditures during the five years was 55 billion kips or
about 69% of the planned amount. However, there is EPF remaining balance of
10.5 billion kip due to the delays in fund approval and activity implementation.
The remaining budget will be spent in the next five years. Detail on the
expenditure (2011-2015) is shown in Table 6 below.
Table 3 Expenses for 2011-2015
Planned
(Million kip)

Project area

Disbursed
(Million kip)

%

PICE

20,960

16,334

77.93%

CBI

17,760

7,709

43.41%

Pollution Control

8,000

4,632

57.90%

Water Resource Management

8,600

3,144

36.56%

Land Management

8,600

1,929

22.44%

Loan

0

6,493

Total

63,920

40,241

62.95%

Overheads

16,080

14,899

92.66%

80,000

55,140

68.93%

G-total
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Figure 1 Expenditure for 2011-2015

Figure 2 Total EPF income and investment
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Figure 3 Type of project by fund scale
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Figure 4 Summary of overal subprojects nationwide
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1.2 Achievement of EPF’s 2 Year Plan (2016-2017)
1.2.1. General Directive
During a two-year period 2016-2017, EPF after the Decree No. 94/GoL date 8th
August 2017 on the Environment Protection Fund had been revised and main
Organization tasks, Management-Administration Tasks have been improved shown
below:
1. EFP Board of Directors (BoD)- the Decree No. 218/PM, dated on the 19th July
2017 on the Composition of the EPF BoD’s Organization Chart was improve
sucessfully consisting of 11 governmental representatives that chaired by the
Minister of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment,
2. Technical Committee (TC)- the Decision on the Human Resource Structure of the
TC No. 6470/BoD. EPF, dated on the 19th 26 November 2016 was improved
successfully comprising of 9 government representatives that chaired by the
Director of the Department of Planning and Cooperation of Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment, Director of Department of Financial Planning of
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry as a Deputy Director and other
representatives from other related sectors,
3. Environment Protection Fund Office (EPFO)- the EPFO’s Organization has been
improved with the theme of One EPF one Agenda, from Units to 4 Divisions and 1
Unit including 1) Management Division, 2) Financial Division, 3) Procurement
Division and 4) Operation Division and Fund Raising-Communication Unit of
which executed by the EPF.
EPF’s officials comprises of 3 categories: Permanent officials at the EPFO, EPF
Consultant and Subproject Consultants. EPF staff have been recruited on the basis
of EPF Staffing principles adopted by the BoD in June 2014. There are 40 officials
in total but now the EPFO’s vacancy has been recruited 39 positions out of 40 and
1 International Specialist. The EPF is also mandated as Secretariate of the BoD and
TC,
4. Administrative Structure- to ensure that the EPF’s operation is effective, the EPF
has forcused on documenting and improve basic documents, Laws and Manual. In
fact, there are numbers of documents drafted such as: EPF Vision 2030, 8 Year
Strategic Plan (2018-2025), 3 Business Plan (2018-2020), Personnel Management
Mannual, Financial Management Mannual, Procurement Mannual and 8 others
with regard to one EPF one Agenda.
1.2.2. EPF’s Financial Resources.
The EPF’s incomes are from 8 sources based on the statements said in the Decree
on Environmental Protection Fund No. 94/PMO, dated March 8th 2017. However, in 20162017 FPF had gained incomes from only 3 sources:
-

Contributions under the concession agreement of the investment projects,

-

Direct grant aids from national and international oraganizations and,

-

Interests and profits generated from captial investment of the EPF in the bank.
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Main source of revenue collected in the 2017 was from: previous balance, interests from
capital deposit in the bank, loan interests, contributions under the concession agreement
obligation from Mining, Hydropower and the World Bank.
a. Balance from previous year.
EPF had gained incomes from the implementation of the plan 2015-2016. In fact,
its main source of income were from the contributions under the concession agreement
of the investment projects on mining and hydropower amounted for 10,330,416,000 Lak
(or USD1,275,360). This was viewed as a small amount and could not contribute to EPE’s
financial sustainability.
b. Interests from Bank Deposit.
In 2017, the EPF earned 6% or equivalence to 2,476,876,170 Lak kip
(USD301,165) from USD 5 million deposited in the Lao Commercial Bank. Moreover, by
the end of 2017 EFP Board of Directors had approved a sum of USD 500,000 to EPF’s
capital. As part of fund mobilizing strategy, EPFO has negotiated with, cooperated with,
developed partnership potentials donors in oder to increase its financial capital.
c. Loan Interests.
EPF has gained interests from Loan Projects. In fact, during 2017 the EPFO has
collected a total of interests of 38,540,000 Lak kip ( or USD4,817), from the 21 Loan
Projects of which 1 project had repaid its capital and interest already and paid before
contract ending date. Although the interests gained was small amount but this has
contributed to community forests protection and community development activities in
terms of Wastes Management and these contracts will continue until 2020.
d. Contributions for Environment under the concession agreements.
During 2017, the EPF had incomes from environmental contribution. In fact,
environmental contribution from mining accounted for 6,661,601,590 Lak kip ( or
USD813,480) and from hydropower sector was 1,646,000,000 Lak kip ( or USD 200,000).
After an assessment, EPF had mobilized only 30% of the environmental contribution
whereas the FPFO will formulate suitable methods in order to reach remained 70% in the
coming years.
e. Grant aids from National and International Oraganizations.
Contribution from National and Internation Organizations, until now there was
mainly from the World Bank for the implementation of LENS2. In reality, this was
planned for 44,031,448,770 Lak kip or equivalence to USD5,324,251. To ensure that there
will be enough budgets for subprojects, EPF has its capital in house for an amount of 17.1
billion Lak kip or USD 1.5 million in its special bank account in the National Bank.
f. Other sources.
Other sources of incomes as stated in the EPF’s decree-Article 5, improved version,
was in processing in terms of mobilizing sources, legal framework development fitting
with local conditions and coherencing with Law and related regulations of the Lao PDR.
In summary, 2016-2017 EPF had a balance from 2015 accounted for 28.2 billion Lak kip
(USD3.4 million). The total of 56.2 billion Lak kip ( USD 6.9 million) was an income for
LENS2 and EPF for operation cost of fiscal year 2016-2017. These years EPF had
monitored and conducted field work supports subproject management and financial
EPF Business Plan 2020
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management for 36 subprojects that received financial supports from LENS2 (PICE
windowns=24 subprojects, CBI window=12 subprojects and 2 supports were for project
preparation costs). EPF had invested in 36 subprojects with a worth of 14 billion Lak kip
(USD1.7 million).

1.3 Strengths, Weaknesses and Lessons learnt
1.3.1. Strengths
The implementation of the 2nd EPF 5 year plan was better than it was in the 1st EPF 5
year plan. The EPF expenditure increased from 40 billion Lak kip to 55 billion Lak kip. The
action was broader and more in depth especially the establishment of the Community
Conservation Network (CCN) and waste management. The most important task was the
preparation of financing from the World Bank of about USD 38.5 million for LENS2
implementation that started in the 2nd 5 year plan and will be physically completed by the end
of next 5 year plan. With this, the EPF’s operation budget will be increased about 4 folds.
1.3.2. Pending issues.
However, there were numbers of key pending issues as follows:
• Interpretation of the EPF designed as an autonomous entity and under technical
s u p p o r t s o f MONRE as s t a t e d i n t h e L a w o f t h e L a o P D R;
• Lack of institutional development plan which is a reason that the EPF cannot retain
the competent staff after the contract ended;
• Fund raising from sources identified under the environmental protection law has
not been implemented intensively;
• No systematic collection of the contribution from the development projects
while EPF revenue is lower than the planned amount;
• Implementation of subprojects is delayed or do not meet the targets due to
limited understanding and low capacity of the subproject implementing staff and
lack of closely coordination with EPF;
• Insufficient and ineffective mechanism of the the project management including
supervision, monitoring and evaluation system.
1.3.3. Lessons learnt
Main lessons learned from the EPF operation in last decade were as follows:
• Structure to accommodate different types of funds: The EPF has proven that it
is beneficial to create a structure of a national fund that can accommodate
different types of funds. Due to its confidence on external financial support, the
structure of the EPF allows it to serve as an institution that provides financial
service particularly for donor agencies to deliver their financial assistance to
support environmental protection in Lao PDR. Many donors would prefer to
channel their financial assistance in the form of proposal submitting, where the
amount of resources should be spent entirely at the end of the project. Under the
existing structure, the EPF can directly receive the financial assistance by a
creating of a specific window under which of funds can be managed according to
donors’s rules and standards.
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•

•

•

•

•

Meeting the standards in financial integrity and social environment
safeguard. The EPF has established the necessary institutional structure and
developed the capacity of human resources in order to manage a fund according
to international standards of financial integrity and social and environment
safeguard. Institutionally, the inclusion of detailed procedures of financial
management and social environment safeguard in the EPF Charter, those would
be a strong basis for effectively project operations and implementation.
Reaching local beneficiaries. The EPF was praised by stakeholders of its
success to channel financial assistance for local stakeholders in the field of
environmental protection. The success of the inclusion of local stakeholders to
access grants provided by the EPF is due to a continuous support provided by
the Executive Office in the form of training, developing project proposals and
simplification of the reporting mechanism. A number of clauses in the
Operations Manual have also provided specific attention favoring local
communities.
Confirmed lessons from similar experiences that a subgrant mechanism is a
suitable business model. EPF and LENS confirmed that budgetary supply
mechanism for the Subprojects is a valid Business Model, not just for social
operations, but also to support public administrations, remote project sites and
other sectors. Such mechanism has the flexibility to respond the client which
has a low capacity on the environment subject and as it evolves. It can be
adapted to local realities during implementation (a) adaptation according to
lessons learned (in case of changing in selection process and subgrant size), or
(b) as policy, legal or institutional circumstances changes (in this case of creation
of MONRE, adoption of the Sam Sang instruction).
Proven mechanism to decentralized financial supports to provincial and
district administrations. EPF had proved that it could support financially and
technically as necessary ensuring efficiency to the local administration.
Currently, financing and technical supports are concentrating at the central level,
whereas the national government is decentralizing administrative
responsibilities to provincial and district governments under the Sam Sang
Policy. EPF fully focusses on supporting the GoL’s policy becoming realistic.
Lesson learned from the loan program. In the past, the loan program by the
EPF had not been effectively used and managed due to the lack of credit clerks,
law consultants, the continuous collaboration and less of closely follow up of EPF
with the borrowers.
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Part II: 3rd EPF 3-Year Plan (2018-2020)
The third 3-Year Plan (2018-2020) is developped to implement the Vision 2030, 8Year Strategy (2018-2025) and the 3-year plan (2018-2020) on National Socio-economic
Development of the Natural Resources and Environmental sector and other related
sectors. To achieve the vision and strategic plan, the EPF has focussed developing Human
Resource policy, Fundraising Strategy and Communication Plan and developing a 3-Plan.
So specific targets are planned as follow:

2.1 Specific Targets.
EPF’s specific targets until 2020 are as follows:
1. Organization Structure: to strengthen the EPF capacity to achieve the “One
EPF One Agenda” sucessfully by 2020;
2. Administration: to increase the EPF capacity based on the 8 Functional
Capacity Index from currently 28% to 58% by 2020;
3. Staffing: to recruite all positions required of which ensuring quantity and
quality of EPF human resource by 2020;
4. Fund rasing and Communication: to mobilize fund from vavious sources such
as: from public source is USD 5 million, private sectors and investment projects
cover USD7.2 million, direct grant Aids from internal and international
organizations account for USD39.8 million and from concession agreement
obligation is USD47.1 million by the year 2020;
5. Business affairs: to ensure that the, 3-Year Plan (2018-2020), EPF’s fund will
have been released 391 billions Lak kip (or USD47.1 million) as planned;
6. Cooperation-to widen cooperation, to emerge and to develop partnership with
other related sectors including public and private sector internally, externally,
at the sub-regional level and international level.

2.2 The 3-Year Plan (2018-2020)
To achieve the 8-Year Strategy and the Targets, EPF has developed this
3-Year Plan (2018-2020) comprising the following plans:
• Priority 1: to strengthen the EPF capacity and;
• Priority 2: to release fund with regarding to the five financing window and
loans.
1. Priority 1: To strengthen the EPF Capacity.
The EPF’s focusses withing this 3-Year Plan include: improving
organization & strengthening aministration skills, increaseing human resource
capacity, improving fundraising mechanism, and improving cooperation and
developing partnership.
A. Organization Structure: strengthening the capacity of the institutional
organization includes Board of Directors, Technical Committee and EPF
Office as a mean of improving an internal rules and improving a set of
Implementation Manuals ensuring effeciency. This should consist of
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Organization Chart with clear Terms of Reference (TOR) that is suitable for
the EPF Adminstration that will lead to ‘One EPF one Agenda’ by the year
2020.
The exact task will include improvement of one system such as: Monitoring
and Evaluation Manual (M/E), Procurement Manaul, Financial Management
Manual, that use one system. The EPF M/E and Management Manual will be
completed in August 2018 and EPF’s office building construction will be
completed in 2020.
B. Administration: increasing the EPF’s capacity based on the 8 Funtional
Capacity Index is expected to reach 58% by 2020 from 28% in the present
and ensuring that the service cost is below 18% of all administrative costs
and expenditures of the EPF by 2020 in 8 major areas as follows:
1) Implementing the updated Environmental Protection Decree: from 4% to
6%;
2) Implementing Vision, Disaster Planning and Business Plan, including Loan
Plan: From 2% to 6%;
3) Operation of the EPF, planning, implementation and monitoring and
evaluation of the EPF project: from 6% to 10%;
4) General administration of EPF: from 3% to 5%;
5) Managing personnel management of the EPF: from 3% to 6%;
6) Capital mobilization and communication activities of the EPF: from 4% to
12%;
7) Financial management activities of the EPF: from 4% to 8%;
8) Procurement of the EPF: from 2% to 5%.
C. Staffing: to finish the formulation and implementation of the human
resource policy ensuring quality and quantity. In addition, all annual
contracts staffing of the EPF will turn into permanent staffing system (public
enterprise). That means the EPF’s staff performance will be annually
evaluated together with Human Resource Development Planning. Lastly, the
EPF will also hire consultant or specialists as needed based on the Lao PDR’s
Labor Law and other relates regulations.
D. Fund Raising and Communications: to complete and implement the 3-Year
Fundraising and Communication Plan (2018-2020) - in addition the EPF will
aim to reach its income of 391 billion Lak kip (USD47.1 million) of which 322
billion Lak kip or USD38.8 million that covers 82.5% of the EPF’s total
income and other 17.5% ( approximately 68.3 billion Lak kip or USD8.2
million from its own sources namely: investment projects on concession
contracts obligation and development affairs untill 2020.
Remark: The Grant Aid and Loan from the World Bank within these 8 years (20142021) with a worth of 314.2 billion Lak kip (USD 38.8 million) will be used for the
LENS2 implementation. In fact, the budgetary windown will be for the Protected
Areas projects accounted for 192.7 billion Lak kip (USD23.8 million) of which 1/3
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as Grant Aid and 2/3 as loan. The remain 121.5 billion Lak kip (USD15 million) is
as an additional loan that would be approved based on the LENS1 performance.
For the fund received from the Global Environment Fund (GEF), until now fugures
that will be used for the project implementation have been approved. However,
there is a need to formulate a suitable mechanism for utilizing the EPF’s
Administration and Financial Management services of which the details are shown
in the Fund Raising and Communication in the Table 7 below.
E. Cooperation: to create athmosphere that opens rooms for cooperation, integration
and transformation of partnerships with relevant sectors, both public and private
sectors, domestically, sub-regionally, regionally and internationally (at least to
have 2 MOUs with 3 partners internally and internationally). The EPF will also
focuss on dissemination of information and journals about its successful
operations. Lastly, the EPFO will be also an entity of coordination between Green
Climate Fund and other important Financial Institutions.
Table 4: EPF’s main source of income from Hydropower and Mining 2018-2020
No.
Sources
No. of
Total
Total
Remarks
Projects
(US$)
(Lak kip)
I
1.1
II

Public Budget
Capital deposited in the
BCEL (12 billion Lak kip or
USD 5 million)
Contribution under
Concession Contracts
obligation.

Interests in
Item No. V
132

2.1

Hydropower

1).

Projects that have certain
contract amount
(Concession Contracts) must
be paid to EPF.

2).

Projects that have certain
contract amount
(Concession Contracts) must
be paid to EPF.

37

480,000

3,984,000,000

3).

Projects that have MOU, PDA
and in the process of
conducting feasibility study.

76

720,000

5,976,000,000

4).

Telecommunication
Networking Project

15

180,000

1,494,000,000

5).

Hydropower Project under
EDL Gen’s management.

10

120,000

996,000,000

2.2
1).

Minning and Geology
Company/Mining & Survey
Projects with certain
contract amount

19

3,418,828

28,376,272,400

Contribution can
be collected
Department of
Natural Resources
and Environment
Policy-MONRE
has to renegotiate.
After assessment,
the assessment
team has to
negotiate butget
and send to EPF.
DNEP has to
renegotiate.
BOD and TC have
to communicate
with the
MEM/EDL Gen

134+81
125

913,500
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2).

3).

4).

2.3
III
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

IV
V

(Concession Contracts) must
be paid to EPF.
Company/Mining & Survey
Projects that have no certain
amount of obligation
payment to the EPF.
Company/Mining Projects
that have certain payment
amount to the EPF.
Company/Mining Projects
that have no certain amount
of obligation payment to the
EPF.
Infrastructure, AgricultureForestry, Industry and
Commerce.
Direct Financial Supports
from internal and external
organizations.
LENS2

747,000,000

90,000

52

817,248

6,783,158,400 Regular payment

29

270,000

2,241,000,000

270,000

2,241,000,000

Green Climate Fund (GCF)
Unnited Nation
Development Programmes
(UNDP)
Contributions from an
individual, cooperate
individual and Firm.

5

Mining sector has
to renegotiate

On going

38

Global Environment Fund
(GEF 5-6)
Global Environment Fund
(GEF 7)
Least Developing Country
Fund (LDCF)

Mining sector has
to renegotiate

9

21,275,688

176,588,210,400 On going

11,000,000

91,300,000,000

5,000,000

41,500,000,000

400,000
1,200,000

Started in 20192022

Started in 20192022
Preparation step
3,320,000,000 and will begin in
2018
9,960,000,000 On going

Interests and Profits from
the EPF’s investments.

5.1

Interests from capital
deposited in BCEL

5.2

Interests from Loan projects

900,000

7,470,000,000

55,692

462,240,939

Payment for Environment
Services from investment
VI
projects and development
affairs.
Payment for Ecosystem
VII
Service
Fines and dammaged
VIII
environmental fines.

Total

47,110,956 391,020,932,139
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2. Priority 2: Five Financing Windows and Loan Plan
A. Budgetary Supply Priority.
The investment plan under the 3-Year Plan is based on the 2 priority fund sources.
They are (1) WB fund for LENS2 implementation which focuses on supporting PICE and
CBI subprojects and budget for EPF capacity enhancement aiming at reaching ‘One EPF
one Agenda’ and (2) EPF fund from contribution under concession contract of the
investment projects and development works as prioritized in the Budgetary Supply Plan
based on 5 funding windows conforming with the national priority on protection of the
natural resources and environment. The details of 5 Financing Windows are as follows:
❖ Budgetary Supply Plan through PICE window
The PICE window is, to strengthen capacity on environmental protection ( with an
acronym as “PICE”, a Fund Raising and Budgetary Supply Mechanism of which main
focusses are to:
1. enhance the Environmental Sector’s, Agricultural Sector’s and others’
institution’s and Human Resource’s capacity on sustainable environment and
natural resource management at the central level, province and district level;
2. support operations of various committees on environment and natural
resources inclduing EPF BOD and TC;
3. develop, improve, disseminate and implement policies, strategies and Laws on
Natural Resources and Environment;
4. develop database, set a statistic system, set data coding on natural resources
and environment, analyze and build up social networking in order to
disseminating;
5. deliver solutions to emergency cases on natural resources and environment.
❖ Investment in CBI
This financial window is for biodiversity conservation (inclusing forests) and social
development ( with an acronym as “CBI”) of which one of the EPF’s financial windows
having terms of reference on fund rasing and fund supply mechanism for key focusses
below:
1. to develop and implement the national and provincial Protected Areas and
Protected Forests Management Plan. In particular, the keys areas involve
Integrated Land Use Planning, Integrated Forests & Environment Planning
with regard to sustainable development with participation from communities
in relation to the national priorities on main water resources feeding into
sustainable hydropower development;
2. to develop national and provincial protected areas and protected forests and
propose these to the central government for an official announcement.
Especially, the areas are suitable for National Park Development in order to
manage and protect water resources and biodiversities. In addition, scientific
researce and ecotourism development opportunity as well as cultural tourism
will be also promoted. Specifically, tours programs are on local ethnics tourism
in Nam Kan Protected Area, Nam Ha, Nam Ed-Phouleuy, Phoukhaokhuay,
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Anaamite Range ( from Nam Ngieb Xiengkhuang bording with Nam MouanNam Gnuang Protected Area, Nam Jard, Nam Pan, Phouchamvoy, Nakai
Namthuen, Phouhinpoun, Hin Nam Nor, Lawing La Wuen and
Khounxenongma), Phousiengthong, Dong Houasao, Sepien and Dong
Khanthoung. This means that, from now to 2020, at least 10 of these will be
officially announced as protected areas;
3. to research and to patent those Aquantic Fauna and Wildlife with high value
for national, regional grobal environment and economy;
4. to build Botanic Garden in important districts as prioritized;
5. to build Conservation Forests and Protection Forests as prioritized by
provinces.
❖ Investment in environment (pollution control)
The financial environment ( including pollution control) window holds terms of
reference on fund rasing and fund supply mechanism and the key focusses are below:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Establish the national network ‘green clean beautiful’ and piloting phase will
innitiate in 10 cities along the Road 13th and along the Mekong River from
the northern to the southern part;
Construct and manage Waste Management Field (withing 25 cities),
herbicides control ( 7 provinces) and Waste Treatment from hospital;
Improve and implement National Curriculum on environment innitiating
from kindergarten grade 3 to university;
Run awareness campaign on environment ( mass media), create competition
system and to award those who do the best;
Merge and implement Integrated National and Provincial Land Use PlanningEnvironment Management and Strategic Environmental Assessment;
Enhancing capacity on evironmental and social impact assessment (ESIA)
and environment management in households business are included in the
investment plan;
Enhance central, provincial and district levels’s capacity on monitoring the
natural resources and environment, set Polution Control Network, Chemical
Contral, Herbicides Control, Old Battery, Dangerious Wastes;
Establish network and to build capacity for those in National, Regional,
provincial and district Laboratory Rooms with some larboratory equipments
provided;
Promote researces on climate change in relation to hydrology change and
droughts and others.

❖ Investment in water resource management.
The Water Resource Management financial windown ( with an acronym as
“WRM”) is a fund raising and fund supply mechanism of which the main tasks are to:
1.

develop and implement the National, provincial and district Integrated Water
Basins Management Plan for 62 river basins throughout the country;
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2.

3.

strengthen technical capacity and promote the monitoring network for water
quantity and quality in the main river basins, to enhance capacity on
management and monitoring system for the natioinal level so that it can
inspect flood, drought, wetland and groundwater and;
development and improvement of national curriculums on water resources
and public awareness raise.

❖ Investment in sustainable land management (SLM)
The ‘SLM’ window is, one of the financial chennels, a fund raising and fund supply
mechanism with the following financing focus:
1.
to run awareness and implement the national land master plan;
2.
to issue land certificate national nationwide and;
3.
to prepare a plan for Land Use Planning and Integrated Evironmental
Protection in the Vientiane municipality.
In brief, the EPF investment plan covers 5 priority areas based on 5 financial windows. In
fact, the scheme focused on the capacity development including trainers (faculities in the
universities and academic institutions), the actors from central (MONRE and other
relevant sectors) and local levels (PONREs, PAFOs and districts) are as first priority.
Following the capacity enhancement, the EPF second priority is to solve the emergent
problems including the management of conservation and protection forest and
biodiversity. Thirdly, it is the environmental and social management of development
projects including polution and pesticides control. The last one is focussing on focal
points and 3 Sang based on responsibilities appointed to each sector.
B. Budgetary Arrangement.
1) Fund for LENS2 Implementation.
The WB Financial Window, 322,040 Lak kip (USD 38.8 million), has been spent on
for the implementation of 48 priority projects and 1 project is on enhancing the EPFO’s
Capacity from 2014-2021. This financial window covers, 2 main items on PICE and CBI.
Specifically, the PICE has a total budget of 150 billion Lak kip or 50.14% (USD18 million)
whereas the CBI covers 36.87%, 110 billion Lak kip (or USD 13.2 million) and the EPFO’s
capacity enhancement, Component 3, accounts for 12.99%, 3.8 billion Lak kip (USD4.6
million).
Through the implementation of the LENS2 plan from 2014 until 2017, it has
funded 38 subprojects comprising 25 PICE subprojects worth 150.7 billion kip (USD
18,318,763) and 13 CBI subprojects valued 71.4 billion kip (USD 7,01,476) that made a
total of 217.7 billion kip (USD 25,331,239).
Overall, in the first two years of the LENS2-2014 to 2015, the expenditure plan
was not achieved. To be exact, there was only about 22.6 billion kip (USD 2.8 million) or
about 7% of the total LENS2 was spent due to the slow start of LENS2 and this was in the
period of preparation for improvement of both the Chairman and the Board of Directors,
the Excutive Board as well as the in and out of EPF staff.
The 3-Year Action Plan for 2018-2020 covers 291.6 billion kip (USD36 million) is
subject to change depending on the exchange rate between USD and the currency
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provided by WB for LENS2. After the government approval of the revised EPF decree in
early 2017, clarity and improvement have been made on the organization and role of the
BOD, staffing, and the financial mechanisms and numbers of issues have been solved.
These improvements have been affecting the implementation of the plan from late 2016
to early 2017 that contributed to achieve expected plans targets.
Table 5 : Budget Arrangement USD 38,830,000 for LENS2 from 2014-2021
Total
(Lak
Kip

Financial
Windows

No. of
Projects

2014-016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Total

PICE (C150.1%)

28

3,012,232

6,895,882

4,209,977

2,537,148

1,431,131

-

18,086,370

150

20

1,490,575

2,694,771

3,177,746

2,991,668

2,945,136

-

13,299,896

110

-

1,061,421

1,159,776

880,226

597,567

459,051

527,686

4,685,727

39

-

5,564,228

10,750,429

8,267,949

6,126,383

4,835,318

527,686

36,071,993

299

CBI (C236.9%)
(C313%)
Total

Remark: EPF-LENS2 Total Budget = USD38,830,000; already arranged = USD36,071,993;
Losts from exchange rate = USD1,029,000 and not yet arranged = USD529,007.

C3: 12.99%

PICE :
50.14%

CBI :
36.87%
Figure 5 Perccentage of the budget allocation in 3 windows of LENS2
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Figure 6 Budget allocation of LENS2 since 2014-2021
❖ In summary, the 3-Year Plan (2018-2020) the EPF continues its efforts on
management and monitoring those subprojects received fund from the EPF
since 2014 as detailed in the item No.1- Budget for LENS2 Implementation
above.
2) EPF financing window from contribution of Concession Contract.
The estimated budget for the five-year investment plan (2016-2020) is 99
billion kip or USD 11.9 million. The EPF has allocated budget based on the 5
financing windows comprising 30% for the PICE window, 20% for the CBI, 25% for
the PC, 10% for the WRM and 15% for the SLM. The details of investment target
and budget allocation under each financing window is presented in tables below.
However, the EPF’s budgetary planning is for 3-Year Plan (2018-2020)
covering a total amount of 85 billion Lak kip (USD 10.2 million) whereas each
Fiscal Plan 2016 and 2017 was forcussing on the implementation of the 36
subprojects with a worth of 14 billion Lak kip ( USD1.7 million).
Table 6 : Budget allocation 252.5 billion kip of EPF funding since 2016-2020
EPF Fund

Total(billion
Lak kip)

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Fund
mobilized

23.204.805.70
0

10.080.875.00
0

19.950.000.00
0

13.560.036.60
0

13.330.436.60
0

1.PICE(30%)

9.265.575.700

8.724.000.000

5.985.000.000

4.068.010.980

3.999.130.980

2. CBI (20%)

5.863.730.000

800.000.000

3.990.000.000

2.712.007.320

2.666.087.320

3. PC (25%)

1.309.800.000

0

4.987.500.000

3.390.009.150

3.332.609.150

4.WRM(10%)

5.265.700.000

0

1.995.000.000

1.356.003.660

1.333.043.660

9.949.747.320

5. SLM (15%)

1.500.000.000

556.875.000

2.992.500.000

2.034.005.490

1.999.565.490

9.082.945.980
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80.126.153.90
0
32.041.717.66
0
16.031.824.64
0
13.019.918.30
0

13

11%
40%

13%
16%
20%
PICE

CBI

PC

Figure 7 : EPF Budget allocated-252.5 billion Lak kip.
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-
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CBI
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Figure 8 : EPF Budget supplied 252.5 billion Lak kip from 2016-2020.
3) Budgetary Supply for Loan Projects.
The 3rd Five-Year Plan (2016-2020), the EPF’s Investment on Loan scheme tasks
will focuss on continueing to track the cost recovery of 22 subprojects for a worth of
6,595 million kip and to collect interests from Loan Projects as planned. The latest
summary of the management and monitoring of the implementation of the 21 loan
programs in the 25th June 2018 concluded that the Mouangngoy-Luang Prabang
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Province's and Mouanglaongarm-Salavanh’s waste disposal programs with a total loan
released of 400,000,000 Lak kip that keeps 20 projects remained.
In June 2017, EPF could recollect its capital accounted for 988,604,170 Lak kip from all of
the Loan Schemes and the interest was also collected with a total amount of 356,285,829
Lak kip that made a total of 1,345,889,999 Lak kip or equalizing to 20% of the invested
amount. The more details showed in the Table 7 below.
To ensure effectiveness of management, monitoring and achieving the set target, the EPF
will focuss on main tasks and to resolve limitations below:
1. EPFO will regularly monitor capital repaymnet as well as interests with plans
planned and based on the contract condition. The EPFO will also send official
letters to warn those bussiness runner 1-3 months prior. The EPF will also recruit
capable staff to work on this matter as well as lawyer to work on those projects
with high risk,
2. To regularly coordinate with PONRE, DONRE and private sectors to ensure that
monitorings are regularly carried out,
3. Loan Projects owners have to report to EPFO at least twice a year,
4. To hold a join meeting between the EPFO & the Loan Projects owners at least 1
time a year for reporting and consulting purpose,
5. To improve mechanism and manual or regulation on EPF Loan Project
Management & Loan Contract,
6. To consider putting more investment into the Loan projects with the amount
remaine of USD38,125 or about 305,000,000 Lak kip for wast management. The
more details are stated in the 3 year plan in the Annex 2 and,
7. To apply Laws for the criminal and civil cases with the Loaners that break the
contract conditions.
The summary on Loan Projects above showed that implementation has not yet applied
financial management effectively. In fact, the figures disbursed was small and repayment
collection have not been well implemented. So the future direction is to ensure that the
Laon capital has to be done systematically and effectively, experienced staff on Cridits is
needed for the EPF as well as modern monitoring system. Moreover, the EPFO should
develop mechanism on developing Loan Manual, have Management Principles and work
closedly with privates sectors regularly.
4) Other budget arrangements.
The budget received from the Global Environmental Fund (GEF), Green Climate Fund
(GCF), the UNDP and Watershed Management fund, figure for project implementation is
clear. However there is a need to develop a suitable mechanism on utilizing the
management & financial services from the EPFO.
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3. Implementation Methods.
To ensure that the 3 year plan will be implemented effectively and efficiently, the EPFO
must apply the implement methods below:
1. To increase its capacity on organization, staffing and Management Mechanism
based on 8 capacity index of the EPF. To do so, the EPF has to turn its 3-year plan
into Workplan and Budgetary Plan, EPF Organization improvement, reporting,
monitoring, appraisal, fund mobilization and communication,
2. To act effectively as facilitator in promoting the Green Growth Policy in particular
the EPFO’s obligations including: the EPF’s Decree, the Bylaw, Technical Manuals
on the Environmental and Social Impacts Assessment, Polution Control Network,
Integrated Environmental Management Planning, Environmental Taxing, Law on
Water including Integrated Watershed Managemnet and Protected Areas,
3. To improve Financial Mechanism such as EPF’s manuals, increase quality and
leadership within the EPFO’s staff, to assess results achieved with fund utilized for
projects implementation by leading and monitoring, develop mechanism on
communication with other major sectors and development partners,
4. To complete task on ‘One EPF one Agenda’ mainly on: merging the financial
mechanism coherencing with the Operation Division system , Procurement and
with other systems of the EPF,
5. To ensure budget management, effective investment, Loan Projects and budget
utilization that is well coherent with the EPF’s Decree, sublaw, management
manual and other related law,
6. To ensure that the annual auditing are properly carry out in accordance to the
annual plan and contract with auditors; and the report submitted timely to the
donors and available to the public disclosure on time,
7. To ensure the transparency of the financing mechanism by means of providing
financial regulation from the donors as well as from the Ministry of Finance. All the
regulations will be published to the public via EPF website, and to strictly follow. A
financial report of very 3 months and 6 months will be made,
8. Assign responsibility to all EPF units for implementation with high
responsibilities.
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